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This work describes a sensitivity analysis of the 
nine major system variables of the urban model postulated 
by Dr. Jay W. Forrester in his book Urban Dynamics. This 
model simulates the growth of a city from a nearly empty 
land area through a 250 year life cycle. Using small 
perturbations about the system trajectories, sensitivity 
matrices were computed at 135 years (growth period) and 240 
years (equilibrium) • The results show a matrix heavily 
weighted to give large sensitivity coefficients to the 
three housing variables, the PH sector being the most 
sensitive. 
Each of the housing sectors was analyzed further to 
determine which feedback loops contributed most to the 
values of the sensitivity coefficients. These were found 
to be the loops containing PHGR and WHGR for the PH and 
WH sectors respectively. The sensitivity of PH and WH to 
perturbations in UH was found to be due to loops containing 
PHGR, PHO, and WHGR, rather than to loops contained 
entirely in the UH sector. 
Finally, sensitivity coefficients of the level 
variables with respect to a number of model parameters 
were 'found. The most sensitive were LFO and TR, although 
their contribution to overall model sensitivity was quite 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The urban model analyzed in this paper is that 
presented in the book Urban Dynamics by Dr. Jay w. 
Forrester(!). In his model, Dr. Forrester uses the 
techniques of industrial dynamics, which he defines as 
"the study of how the feedback loop structure of a system 
produces the dynamic behavior of that system."( 2 ,P· 258 >. 
Basically, the model consists of 20 level variables, 
corresponding to integrator outputs in an analog system. 
Combinations of twenty-eight rate variables are used to 
make up the inputs to these integrators. Other components 
of the system include 53 nonlinear functions and 11 time 
delays. All of these components are combined in a complex 
network and modified by auxillary variables and constants. 
Complete block diagrams may be found in(l). 
For a number of reasons, Dr. Forrester's model has 
become rather controversial. Much discussion has been 
provoked by the results of applying, in the model, 
programs such as job-training and low-cost housing con-
struction to the aging city. These results show that 
housing, job-training, and financial assistance are 
detrimental to the city's social and economic health. 
Instead, the model seems to suggest gradual demolition 
of low-income housing and aging business enterprise, 
coupled with tax and zoning laws to encourage construction 
of profitable industries that pay high wage rates to 
1 
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skilled workers. Although these recommendations are 
contradictory to most traditional methods of aiding urban 
areas, they have received serious attention, and some 
severe criticism, from those interested in urban affairs. 
And, of course, criticism of these findings must inevitably 
lead to criticism of the model itself. 
This model is probably one of the most complex and 
comprehensive dynamic urban models presented to date. 
Yet neither existing urban theory or statistical data 
was used as basic material for the model's construction. 
Rather, according to Dr. Forrester, "the book comes from 
a different body of knowledge, from the insights of those 
who know the urban scene firsthand, from my own reading 
in the public and business press, and from the literature 
on the dynamics of social systems for which references 
are given"(l,x). (Except for a book by Kurt Lewin on 
social sciences, these references consist solely of 
Forrester's own works). Hence, some feel that the model 
reflects a partial, "managerial" view of the city(J). 
Other criticisms are related to model structure. 
The urban area is conceived of as existing in a limitless 
environment. This env~ronment acts as a reference, 
supplying or absorbing people and industry according to 
the attractiveness of the city. Thus, generalization of 
the model results to all the cities in a country at one 
time, for example, may or may not be justified. Also, 
3 
since the area encompassed by the model is considered 
to have complete economic and cultural interaction 
between all population segments, it cannot be considered 
as a valid pattern for an entire city,<l,p. 2), but 
only a part of it. Thus, if the modeled area was a 
city's central core, the suburbs (as part of the environ-
ment) would be pictured as not being affected by what 
happens in the core city. Professor John F. Kain considers 
this the model's most serious weakness< 4 >. 
A third set of criticisms pertains to parameters 
within the model rather than to the model structure 
itself. Nearly all of these criticisms reduce to the 
question of parameter sensitivity. In other words, 
how accurately must the parameters be represented so 
that the model truly simulates real world conditions, 
and if they are inaccurately represented, what is the 
effect on the simulation? 
In Urban Dynamics, Forrester considers parameter 
sensitivity in some detail, and comes to the conclusion 
that the model is insensitive to most parameters, and 
that policy program results remain valid even when 
sensitive parameters are changed. He does this by making 
large changes in constants or functions and qualitatively 
assessing the results. Although he finds one example of 
a parameter alteration which affects the improvement 
policies, he considers it an unrealistic change and not 
of practical interest. 
A parameter not studied by Forrester but mentioned 
as an important one by critics is land availability. 
For example, Kain states "The supply of vacant land is a 
critical variable in Forrester's urban model"( 4 ,P· 242 >, 
and Babcock also asserts .•• "the fraction of land occupied 
is one of the most critical parameters in the dynamics of 
the model."(S,p.SS). Neither presents any quantitative 
data to support these statements. Finally, criticism 
is leveled as to the sensitivity of the entire housing 
sector to construction and obsolescence parameters. 
Babcock considers the model to be quite biased with 
respect to housing rate constants, and Ingram states 
that "the housing coefficients are more important than 
4 
the job availability coefficients in the model."( 3 , p. 207 > 
Ingram goes on to say 
"Perhaps the main reason for carrying 
out sensitivity analysis on the parameters 
of a model is to identify those parameters 
whose value is crucial to the model results • 
•.• The reader of Urban Dynamics must be 
warned that neither has a complete sensitivity 
analysis been carried out on the model nor 
has an empirical estimation been done of 
parameters already found to be important." 
The work presented in this thesis is intended as a 
beginning effort in such a sensitivity analysis. Its 
purpose is to formalize the model's sensitivity to 
parameter changes in terms of the standard definition of 
sensitivity. Thus the results herein give a quantitative, 
numerical delination of model sensitivity, in terms of 
individual parameter variations and their effect upon 
broad subsections of the model structure. 
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II. IMPLEMENTATION 
Before a sensitivity analysis could be begun, a 
duplicate of Forrester's model was necessary. His simu-
lation used equations in DYNAMO compiler format. In 
work done prior to research for this thesis, the equations 
were translated into FORTRAN IV, and a simulation program 
written for an IBM 360-Model 50 computer. This program 
gave numerical results identical to Forrester's and 
provided a useful check for some of the results presented 
here. 
All of the actual sensitivity analysis was performed 
on a second model, using programs written (again prior 
to the work described in this paper) in Assembler 
language for a small department-owned computer, an sec 
650-2. Figure 1 shows a flow chart of this program; 
a listing of the program is given in Appendix A. 
The closeness of correlation between the results of 
this program and those of the FORTRAN program is funda-
mental to the usefulness of this analysis. With this in 
mind, a brief summary will be given of the characteristics 
of this computer and of the program written for use with 
it. 
The sec 650-2 uses a 12-bit word and has a 4096-
word core memory. When equipped with an Extended Arith-
metic Unit, it performs basic add, subtract, multiply, 
6 
and divide operations, as well as logical operations such as 
7 
STORE IN DIRECT MEMORY; TIME, DT, 
AND CONSTANTS USED MORE THAN ONCE 
'Ill 















CALCULATE ALL RATE VARIABLES AND 
STORE IN PLACE OF OLD VALUES 
'II 
PERFORM ALL INTEGRATIONS AND 
REPLACE OLD VALUES OF LEVEL 
VARIABLES WITH NEW VALUES 
'II 
!INCREMENT TIME 
Figure 1. Flow Chart of Simulation Program 
AND, OR, and EXCLUSIVE OR. Programs are normally stored 
on paper tape and input by means of an ASR 33 Teletype. 
Single precision floating point arithmetic was used 
in the simulation; i.e., each number is made up of a 
single word mantissa and a single word exponent. No 
change was made in the model equations, or in any of 
the values of constants or initial conditions. The 
solution interval DT (the interval between evaluation of 
the system equations) was made 1/2 year instead of one 
year as in the original model. This was done to offset 
the loss of accuracy due to single precision numbers and 
the shorter word length. 
As in Forrester's program, the nonlinear curves were 
represented by a piecewise-linear approximation, using 
linear interpolation between stored data points to 
compute an output value. Due to core storage limitations, 
each curve was represented with eight abscissa and eight 
ordinate data points, rather than a varying number as in 
the original model. However, in only a very few cases 
did this give even the slightest deviation from the 
original curves. 
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Facilities were available to connect the computer 
through D-A channels to an Omnigraphic 2000 plotter. This 
allowed plots of level or rate variables, or other variables, 
to be made quickly and easily. Since, understandably, 
numerical results were not identical to the original work, 
these plots were used to determine how nearly the two 
programs corresponded. In all cases, transient and 
equilibrium characteristics were in close agreement. 
This agreement was also borne out in specific sensitivity 
checks, described later in this work. From these 
comparisons it can be concluded that the basic model 
structure is unchanged in this program, and hence the 
sensitivity data is qualitatively applicable, if not in 
exact numerical agreement. 
Ease of plotting is only one of the advantages 
gained by using this small computer. Since it is manu-
ally operated, changes in parameters at any point in 
time are readily incorporated and results of these changes 
immediately evaluated, either numerically or by graphical 
means. The computations needed for this analysis would 
have been quite costly and would have required an in-
ordinate amount of computer and turnaround time if a 
larger but less accessible computer system had been used. 
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III. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND 
The following is a brief summary of classical 
sensitivity analysis of a nonlinear system about a 
trajectory(G) ,(?). Consider a system 
x = f(x,t) 
where x is an n-dimensional vector. 
Assume the trajectory of the system is given by 
x 1 (t) where 
x 1 (t) = f(x1 ,t) 
10 
for given initial conditions x0 and t 0 • If x is perturbed 
by a small amount, ox, so that 
where 
x(t) = x 1 {t) + 8x{t) 
x{t) = f(xl + ox,t) 
• 
= x 1 ( t) + o x { t) 
af 











and h(x, ox, t) represents the remainder terms. 
Then 
so that 
x(t) - x1 (t) = x1 (t) +ox(t) - x 1 (t) 
(jf 
= f(xl,t) + ax<xl,t)ox + h(x,ox,t) 
-f(x1 ,t) 
ox (t) af = ~x<x1 ,t) + h(x,ox,t). 
If for all t, 
lim h(x,ox,t) = 0 
I I 8 x.l I ,.0 I I 8 x I I 
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where I lox II is the Euclidean norm of ox, then the system 
may be characterized by the linearized equation 
o~(t) = ~~ (x,t)ox(t) 
about a trajectory x 1 . 
The general solution of this equation is given by 
ox(t) =<t>(t,to)ox(to) 
where <P (t,t0 ) is the transition matrix of the system 
satisfying 
and 
<f>(t0 ,t0 ) =I, the identity matrix. At any 
time t 1 , we have 
= <t><t1 ,t > ox(t ) . 0 0 
In this form, a perturbation in a component of 
ox(t0 ) will result in a change in ox(t1 ) weighted by the 
corresponding component of the <P matrix. In this sens~, 
<P is a "sensitivity matrix relating a perturbation ox 
at a time t 0 to a change in ox at a time t 1 ... (G,p. 152 > 
In our model, since f(x,t) is not given in equation 
at form, ax must be found numerically by finding the change 
in vector component fi when a small change is made in xi' 
over a time interval ~t short enough to be considered 
negligible when compared to other time intervals in the 
system. When this is done, the result is a constant 
· h" h · af 1 t d t t" 1 t· t matrlx w lC lS x eva ua e a a par lCU ar lme t= a· 
For example, Figure 2 shows a plot of the level 
variable PH (Premium Housing) over the 250 year growth 
cycle. Also shown are the trajectories resulting from 
positive and negative perturbations of this variable, of 
12 
magnitude PH/32, at time 134 years. Figure 3 is an enlarge-
ment of the 134 - to 250 - year portion of these plots. 
Thus, aPH/aPHit = 135 years is found by averaging the 
changes in PH at 135 years (6t = 1 year) due to the pertur-
bations. 
For a system 
OX = A X 
where A = ~! is a constant matrix, the transition 
matrix ¢(t,t0 ) is given by 
<P (t,to) = eA(t-to) 
Since A may be considered constant only over the 
time interval ~t = t - t A> 0 must be reevaluated at each 
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Figure 3. PH Trajectories (Perturbations in PH) 135 - to 250 - Year Portion ..... ~ 
Evaluation of eAnt may be made from 
A~t A2 ~t2 ••• +~~tn 
e = I + A~t + 2 + n(n-1)! • 
However, since ~t is small, we may neglect the higher 
order terms so that 
eA~t ~ I + A~t. 
It can now be seen that in this case the A matrix 
has a linear correspondence to the transition matrix c1> • 
Thus by linearizing the system in this manner we may 
()f 
consider A, or ax' not only a matrix of a linearized 
version of the system, but a sensitivity matrix as well. 
When the matrix ~; is known, parameter sensitivity 
may be determined by finding ~~' where p is the parameter 
in question and multiplying 
the sensitivity of f with respect to p. 
Here again, in the model, ~~ is found approximately 
by making a small change in the parameter p and noting 
the resultant change in f over the time interval ~t. 
Figures 4 and 5 again show plots of PH. To obtain 
these figures, however, perturbations were made in LFO 
15 
(Land Fraction Occupied) at 134 years, of magnitude LF0/32, 
and the resulting PH 
()PH I m y ()LFO t=l35 years a 
trajectories plotted. From these 
be found by averaging the changes 
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Figure s. PH Trajectories (P=erturbations in LFO) 135 - to 250 - Year Portion -...~ 
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IV. MODEL SENSITIVITY 
The central structure of the urban model consists 
of 9 level variables. Three of these relate to population 
groups: U (underemployed), L (labor), and MP (managerial-
professional) • Three concern housing: UH (underemployed 
housing), WH (worker housing), and PH (premium housing). 
Finally, three concern businesses: NE (new enterprise), 
MB (mature business) , and DI (declining industry) • The 
sensitivity analysis in this paper is concerned with 
these nine variables directly. 










where J indicates a discrete time and K = J + one time 
interval. DT is, as mentioned above, the solution time 























TERMS USED IN LEVEL VARIABLE EQUATIONS 




labor to manager 
labor to unemployed 
manager arrivals 
mature business decline 
manager departures 
managerial-professional births 
new enterprise construction 
new enterprise decline 
premium housing construction 
premium housing obsolescence 




underemployed to labor 
worker to housing construction 
worker housing obsolescence 
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A. Computation of Sensitivity Matrix 
To show how the sensitivity matrix was computed, 
consider the equation 
PH(K)=PH(J)+DT(PHC-PHO) 
PH(K)-PH(J) = ~PH = DT(PHC-PHO) 
~PH DT = PHC-PHO 
If the interval DT is much smaller than any other 
time intervals in the system, this may be written in 
continuous system notation: 
d . 
dtPH = PH = PHC - PHO. 
20 
At a fixed point in time, the sensitivity coefficient 
of PH with respect to a change in PH may be found by 
slightly perturbing PH and noting the resulting change 
in the term PHC-PHO. This gives a system 
oPH = @ (PHC-PHOtl oPH 
where o (PHC-PHO) corresponds to a particular sensitivity 
af. 
coefficient ~ in the linearization matrix. This coeffi-ox. 
~ 
cient may be computed for any level variable with respect 
to any level variable. 
For this work, these coefficients were found at 135 
years, during the transient, or growth period, and at 
240 years, when th~ system has reached equilibrium. 
To find the coefficients at year 240, for example, the 
program was run normally but halted at 239 years. Then 
the value of one level variable was changed by +1/32 or 
21 
-1/32 of its value at that time. The program was re-
started from this point in time pnd run for one year, 
to bring it to 240 years. The value of each of the rate 
variables was noted, and their resulting change calculated 
as a percentage change from their value at 240 years in a 
normal run. Since the system is nonlinear, the change 
resulting from a perturbation of +1/32 was not, in general, 
of the same magnitude as the change resulting from a 
perturbation of -1/32. Therefore both changes were 
calculated and their average used for this analysis. This 
corresponds to Stirling's formula(S,p. 97 ) for approximate 
derivatives: 
_ y(x+h)-y(x-h) y' (x) - 2li 
Tables 2 and 3 are summaries of these changes. Across 
the top are the nine level variables; along the side are 
the rate variables. The entries in the table are the 
net changes in each rate variable for a 1/32 change in the 
level variable. 
Consider the equation for NE: 
NE(K)=NE(J)+DT(NEC-NED) 
~NE = NEC-NED DT 
or in continuous system notation, 
NE = NEC-NED 
If we perturb U, from the table for time 240 years 
we see that 
TABLE 2 
RATE VARIABLE CHANGES DUE TO PERTURBATIONS IN LEVEL VARIABLES ( 135 YEARS ) 
u L MP UH WH PH NE MB 
DID 0 .0105 .0184 .0320 .0737 .0302 .0063 .0014 
LA 0 .0237 .0005 0 .0010 -.0005 .0021 .0015 
LB 0 .0263 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LD .0107 .1301 -.0095 .0088 -.0341 .0082 -.0290 -.0221 
LTM -.0015 .. 0256 -.0037 .0015 .0015 0 .0037 .0015 
LTU .0005 .0(91 -.0062 .0039 .0096 .0050 -.0170 -.0118 
MA 0 .000~ .0200 0 0 .0021 .0014 .0021 
MBD 0 -.003 -.0154 -.0009 -.0009 -.0009 .0058 .0347 
MD 0 -.0008 .1363 .0040 .0065 -.0316 -.0462 -.0186 
MPB 0 .0013 .0270 0 0 .0013 .0013 .0013 
NEC .0008 .0297 .0255 .0033 .0074 .0313 -.0016 -.0099 
NED 0 -.0022 -.0118 -.0011 -.oot7 -.0017 .0344 .0050 
PHC .0015 .0093 .10~5 -.0685 -.1581 -.1418 -.007~ -.0164 
PliO 0 .0107 -.07 6 .0501 .1181 .1575 .013 .0097 
SHD -.0229 .0037 0 .0896 .0815 .0311 .0052 .0052 
UA .0044 .0139 .0006 .0019 0 -.0006 .0031 .0019 
UB .0272 .ooo8 0 .0016 0 0 .ooo8 0 
UD .2115 .0919 -.0313 -.0691 .0256 .0220 -.0855 -.0641 
11l'L .0155 -.0106 .0035 -.0021 -.0056 -.0028 .0127 .0085 
WHC -.0086 .oaoo 0 -.0776 -.19~8 -.0702 -.0184 -.0207 















































RATE VARIABLE CHANGES DUE TO PERTURBATIONS IN LEVEL VARIABLES (240 YEARS) 
u L MP trn WH PH NE MB DI 
0 .0047 .0147 .0526 .0526 .0247 .0093 -.0031 j .0320 
0 .0233 .0005 -.0005 .0016 -.0005 .0005 .0011 .0005 
0 .0261 0 0 0 0 0 .ooo8 0 
.009 .1222 -.0037 .0135 -.0450 .0022 -.0180 -.0165 -.0142 
0 .0247 -.0037 0 .0015 0 .0030 .0015 .0015 
.0006 .0613 -.0031 .0044 .0075 .0013 -.0118 -.0125 -.0100 
0 .0021 .o18o 0 0 .0037 .0037 .0037 .0032 
0 .0076 -.0220 -.0007 -.0007 -.0027 .0069 .0406 .0061 
0 .0058 .1400 .0017 .0017 -.0337 -.OB~8 -.0256 -.0128 
0 0 .0250 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 .0316 .0255 .0050 .0050 .0020 .0145 -.0110 -.0064 
0 -.0066 -.0186 0 0 .0026 .0219 .0086 .0054 
0 .0284 .089l -.1249 -.1249 -.1057 .0132 -.0108 -.0166 
0 -.0051 -.0552 .0777 .0777 .1146 -.0138 .0046 .0061 
-.0412 -.0019 0 .1264 .0534 .0225 .0019 .0019 .0066 
.0086 .0130 .0006 .0013 -.0006 -.0006 .0012 .0012 .0006 
.0275 .0005 0 .0017 .0005 .0005 .0005 .0005 0 
.1750 .0560 -.0097 -.0500 .0116 .0029 -.0388 -.0533 -.0339 
.0070 -.0170 .0056 -.0062 -.0072 
-.002a .0141 .015a .0118 
-.0059 .0612 0 -.1335 -.1122 -.059 -.0118 -.014 -.0221 





Ku = .0008 
ilNED = O ilU • 
Therefore ilNE = .0008-0=.0008. If we write ilU=6U, and 
ilNE=6NE, the equation becomes 
BNE = .0008 
-ru 
6NE = .0008 6U 
and .0008 is the sensitivity coefficient of NE with 
respect to U. 
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In this manner the sensitivity matrices were calculated 
for 135 years {Figure 6) and 240 years (Figure 7). 
B. Parameter Sensitivity 
To complete the parameter sensitivity analysis, the 
coefficients ~~were found for several parameters. These 
were determined in the same manner as before, changing the 
value of the parameter by +1/32 and then by -1/32 of its 
nominal value, at a specified time, and determining the 
resulting changes in the level variables. These coeffi-
cients are summarized in Table 4 for 135 years and Table 




-.19 .01 .02 • 08 -.01 -.01 .06 . 05 .02 ~u 
. 
OL .01 -.19 .02 -.02 .02 -.02 .06 .04 .02 ~L 
. 
OMP 0 .03 -.09 0 -.01 .03 .OS .02 .01 ~MP 
. 
OUH • 03 -.03 0 -.05 .07 .01 0 0 0 ~UH 
. 
OWH = -.01 .12 -.07 -.07 -.22 .05 -.01 -.01 -.01 ~WH 
. 
OPH 0 0 .19 -.12 -.28 -.30 -.02 -.02 . 01 ~PH 
. 
ONE 0 .03 .04 0 .01 .03 -.04 -.04 -.03 ~NE 
. 
OMB 0 0 0 0 0 0 .03 .03 0 ~MB 
. 
0DI 0 -.01 -.03 -.03 -.07 -.03 0 0 -.03 ~DI 
Figure 6. Sensitivity Matrix, 135 Years 
. 
ou 
-.14 .04 0 .06 0 0 .01 . 03 .01 ~u 
. 
OL 0 -.18 .02 -.02 .03 -.01 .04 .04 .03 ~ 
<SMP 0 .02 -.10 0 0 .04 .04 .03 .02 tMP 
<SUH .04 -.02 0 -.05 • 06 .01 0 0 0 .6.UH 
<SWH = -.01 .08 -.05 -.13 -.15 .02 -.02 -.01 -.02 ~WH 
<SPH 0 .03 .14 -.20 -.20 -.22 .03 -.01 -.02 LlPH 
oNE 0 .64 .04 0 0 0 .04 -.02 -.01 liNE 
8MB 0 0 0 0 0 0 .03 -.03 0 tMB 
6DI 0 0 -.04 -.05 -.05 -.03 0 .04 -.03 ®I 











LEVEL VARIABLE CHANGES DUE TO PARAMETER PERTURBATIONS (135 YEARS) 
AV LFO LHR MHR NEGR PHAT PHGR 
0 -.0007 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -.0010 -.0005 0 0 0 0 
0 -.0006 -.0006 0 0 0 0 
0 .0041 -.0006 0 0 0 0 
0 -.0035 .0012 -.0006 0 0 0 
0 -.0099 -.0008 .0033 0 0 0 
0 .0006 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 














LEVEL VARIABLE CHANGES DUE TO PARAMETER PERTURBATIONS (240 YEARS) 
AV LFO LHR MHR NEGR PHAT PHGR 
u .0005 0 0 0 0 0 
L .0010 -.0010 -.0010 .0005 0 0 
MP 0 -.0006 0 -.0012 0 0 
UH 0 .0016 0 0 0 0 
WH 0 -.0031 .0008 -.0008 0 0 
PH 0 -.0107 0 .0027 0 0 
NE 0 .0019 0 -.0009 0 0 
MB 0 0 0 0 0 0 






















c. Sensitivity Matrix Eigenvalues 
Further information was added to this analysis by 
finding the eigenvalues of the sensitivity matrices, using 
subroutines HSBG (Reduction of a Real Matrix to Almost 
Triangular Form) and ATEIG (Eigenvalues of a Real Almost 
Triangular Matrix) from the IBM System/360 Scientific 
Subroutine Package, Version III. At 135 years, they were 






-.280 + j.llO 
-.280 - j.llO 
-.044 + j.OlO 
-.044 - j.OlO 




-.201 + j.051 
-.201 - j.051 
-.091 + j.052 
-.091 - j.052 




Each of these sets shows one positive eigenvalue, 
indicating instability of the linearized system. This 
would perhaps be expected from the large sensitivity 
coefficients of the housing sector in the matrices. 
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V. FURTHER INVESTIGATION OF HOUSING SECTOR 
The matrices of Figures 6 and 7 show especially 
large sensitivity coefficients in the housing sector. In 
both cases the coefficient of oPH with respect to oPH was 
considerably larger than all others. For this reason, and 
because the model has been criticized as being somewhat 
biased in this area (3) and (4), fur.ther investigation of 
the three housing subsets was made. 
A. PH Sector 
Figure 8 is a functional block diagram of the PH 
sector. {Table 6 defines all terms not previously defined). 
In order to determine which of the feedback loops con-
tributed most heavily to the large PH sensitivity 
coefficient, the change in a variable within each loop 
was determined for a change in PH. Most of the variables 
were chosen for their accessibility within the program. 
The results for 135 years were: 
~PH = + 1/32 ~PH = - 1/32 
~LFO .0068 -.0045 
~LR .0031 -.0052 
~MHR -.0244 .0262 
~MPR 0 -.0020 
~NEGR 0 0 
~PHGR .1570 -.1777 
~LOG2TR -.0113 0 
TABLE 6 
TERMS USED IN PH SECTOR 
AREA - land area 
HUT housing units total 
LCR labor construction ratio 
LJ labor jobs 
LPH land per house 
LPP land per production unit 

























managerial-professional family size 
manager/population ratio 
new enterprise average 
new enterprise averaging time 
new enterprise growth rate 
premium housing average 
premium housing adequacy multiplier 
premium housing averaging time 
premium housing construction desired 
premium housing construction normal 
premium housing growth multiplier 
premium housing growth rate 
premium housing land multiplier 
premium housing multiplier 
premium housing obsolescence multiplier 
premium housing obsolescence normal 
premium housing population density 
premium housing population multiplier 
premium housing tax multiplier 
productive units total 
tax ratio 









Figure 8. PH Sector Block Diagram w f\) 
and for 240 years were: 
~PH = + 1/32 ~PH = - 1/32 
~LFO .0045 -.0045 
~LR .0011 0 
~MHR -.0260 .0260 
~MPR 0 0 
~NEGR 0 0 
~PHGR .6904 -.8379 
~LOG2TR 0 0 
Since these results showed an extremely large 
sensitivity in the loop containing PHGR, this analysis 
was made once more using the FORTRAN program. 
The results were, at 135 years: 
~PH = + 1/32 ~PH = + 1/32 
~LFO .0030 -.0030 
~LR 0 0 
fiMHR -.0223 .0215 
~MPR .0035 -.0056 
~NEGR -.0028 ~0041 
~PHGR .1257 -.1441 
~TR 0 0 
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and at 240 years 
~PH = + 1/32 ~PH = + 1/32 
~LFO .0033 
-.0034 
~LR .0021 -.0021 
~MHR .0173 .0212 
~MPR 0 0 
~NEGR -.6250 .4210 
~PHGR 6.44 -6.08 
~TR 0 0 
The results at 135 years compare very favorably in the 
two programs. This is also true at 240 years, except for 
much larger changes in NEGR and PHGR in the FORTRAN program. 
The difference in ~NEGR seems to be due to the fact that 
a sharp change in the slope of this function occurs at 
approximately 240 years, and it is not so pronounced in the 
small computer model as in the FORTRAN model. The important 
result of this run is the verification of the sensitivity 
of the loop containing PHGR. 
The reason for this sensitivity can be found from 
the equation for PHGR: 
PH-PHA 
PHGR = (PH) (PHAT) 
where PHAT = 10 is a constant. PHA, from 
PHA(K)=PHA(J) + DT(PH-PHA) PHAT 
is a level variable which lags behind PH by the time delay 
PHAT, but finally reaches the value of PH when the system 
has been in equilibrium for a sufficient length of time. 
At 240 years, PH and PHA are nearly equal. Thus if 
PH is perturbed by an amount PH/32, we have changed PHGR 
from a very small number to 
PH + PH/32 - PHA ~ PH/32 
PHAT(PH+PH/32) - PHAT(PH+PH/32) 
which has a much greater magnitude. From the FORTRAN 
program, for example, the normal value of PHGR at 240 
-3 years is .2477 x 10 . After a perturbation of PH of 
+ PH/32 at 239 years, its value at 240 years is 
.1862 X 10-2 . 
B. WH Sector 
The WH sector, shown in Figure 9, (terms defined in 
Table 7) is very similar to the PH sector. In 
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particular, it contains a WHGR loop corresponding to the 
PHGR loop which was found to be quite sensitive to changes 
in PH. Thus it would be expected that the WHGR loop would 
contribute most heavily to the large sensitivity coefficient 
. 
of oWH with respect to oWH. The following results show 


















TERMS USED IN WH SECTOR 
labor family size 
labor/housing ratio 
labor/unemployed ratio 
worker housing adequacy multiplier 
worker housing averaging time 
worker housing construction desired 
worker housing construction normal 
worker housing enterprise multiplier 
worker housing growth multiplier 
worker housing growth rate 
worker housing land multiplier 
worker housing multiplier 
worker housing obsolescence multiplier 
worker housing obsolescence normal 
worker housing tax multiplier 





Figure 9. WH Sector Block Diagram w 
-...J 









and at 240 years 



























Again, the WHGR loop shows by far the greatest 
change from perturbations in WH. However, a considerable 
change in PHO is also seen, additional proof that the 
38 
PH sector is the most sensitive sector in the model. This 
change in PHO also accounts for the large sensitivity 
coefficient of oPH with respect to oWH. 
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c. UH Sector 
The UH sector, shown in Figure 10, (terms defined 
in Table 8) is somewhat different from those of PH and WH, 
and it does not contain a "UHGR" loop. Because of this, 
the sensitivity of oUH with respect to UH is small. 
Results of analysis of the UH sector were, for 135 years: 






















The UH sector, however, does give large coefficients 
of oWH and oPH with respect to UH. Consequently the WH 
and PH sectors were analyzed to find the loops contributing 




TERMS USED IN UH SECTOR 
SHAM - slum housing abandoned multiplier 
SHDM - slum housing demolition multiplier 
SHDN - slum housing demolition normal 
SHLM - slum housing land multiplier 
UFS underemployed family size 
UHPD underemployed housing population density 










LlUH = + 1/32 LlUH = - 1/32 
ilLR .0010 -.0042 
ilMHR .0035 -.0017 
ilMPR 0 .0010 
ilNEGR 0 0 
ilPHGR -.0233 .0110 
ilLOG2TR 0 0 
and at 240 years: 
ilUH = + 1/32 ilUH = - 1/32 
ilLR .0044 -.0033 
t.MHR .0016 -.0049 
t.MPR -.0011 .0013 
ilNEGR 0 0 
t.PHGR -.1023 .1012 
LlLOG2TR 0 0 
For the WH sector, at 135 years: 
LlUH = + 1/32 t.UH = - 1/32 
LlLCR .0011 -.0034 
LlLHR 0 0 
LlLUR -.0026 .0013 
ilPHO .0511 -.0491 
LlWHGR -.0119 .0119 
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and, at 240 years: 
~UH = + 1/32 ~UH = - 1/32 
~LCR .0048 -.0024 
~LHR .0026 -.0013 
~LUR -.0018 .0018 
~PHO .0777 -.0777 
~WHGR -.1792 • 0890 
It can be seen that in neither case were the large 
sensitivity coefficients due to those loops contained 
only in the UH sector, but rather were due to loops con-
taining PHO, PHGR, and WHGR. This data then also agrees 
with the basic conclusion of greatest sensitivity to 
variation in level variable in the PH sector, sensitivity 
which is somewhat less but still appreciable in the WH 
sector, and minimal sensitivity in the UH sector. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, a sensitivity analysis of this 
urban model has been made by linearizing the system and 
utilizing the direct comparision between the linearized 
system and sensitivity matrix. As expected, the model 
showed great sensitivity within the housing sec~ors. A 
detailed analysis of these sectors was then made to deter-
mine which of the internal feedback loops most affected 
the sensitivity. The loops were identified as being those 
containing PHGR and -WHGR. The parameters LFO and TR, 
although the most sensitive parameters in the model, 
were not found to be unduly so, as might have been 
expected from related literature. 
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APPENDIX A 
SIMULATION PROGRAM LISTING 
Following is a listing of the main computer program 
used in this research. It is written in Assembler 
language for the SCC 650-2 computer. Not included in 
the appendix are listings of the subroutines called by 
the program, although a brief description of them is 
given below. Also not included are listings of the pro-
grams used to store level variable initial values, 
constants, and data points for the nonlinear functions. 
Subroutines called by the main program: 
TMPMPY and TMPADD: respectively multiply and add a 
series of numbers. 
STAXOl and STAX23: temporarily store the contents of 
the accumulator and X register. 
INTEG: subtracts two numbers, multiplies them by DT, 
and stores the result. 
OUTPUT: converts a number to a scaled representation for 
output on one D-A channel, and outputs the current 
value of time in the same fashion on a second 
channel for plotting purposes. 
SFSUB, SFADD, SFMPY, and SFDVD: perform the operation of 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division 
respectively. 
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XYFCN: uses a linear interpolation between stored data 
points to give an output value of a nonlinear 
function. 
LOG2: takes the base 2 logarithm of a number. 
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111142 DRG '42 PAGE Ill 111142 •••• TIME PAR • 11341 2114 JMP START 11143 4664 PAR '4664 DT 11341 ,A BSS I 11144 4666 CLIP PAR '4666 11342 ,8 BSS I 11145 4461 LFS PAR '44161 11343 .c BSS I 11146 45241 II'FS PAR '41524 IIU4 6173 START LIM UH 111417 41526 I EAT PAR '41526 11345 1111 LDX •+I UHAV 11151 4551 PHAT PAR '4551 11346 46241 PAR '4624 11151 .. 576 TAll PAR '41576 11347 5372 JSL* +R 11152 .. 622 UFS PAR '4622 11351 5365 JSL• +X 11153 .. 644 IIHAT PAR '4644 11351 6176 LOA 11M 11154 1171 AMMP PAR '171 11352 1111 l.l)l( ... IIHAV 111155 1172 DI PAR '172 11353 4646 PAR '4646 11156 1174 L PAR '1741 1135 .. 5365 JSL* +R 11157 1176 LAMP PAR '176 I 11355 5311 JSL* ·+Y 11161 1211 lJIIMP PAR '211 11356 3571 ,y PAR STAX23 11161 1212 LRP PAR '21112 I 11357 "" LDA PH 11162 1214 MAMP PAR '2141 11361 1111 LDX *+1 PHAV 11163 1216 1'18 PAR '216 11351 4552 II'AR '4552 11164 1211 II' PAR '211 113'2 5357 JSL* +R 11165 1212 NE PAR '212 11363 341 .. STA 4 11166 1214 NEA PAR '2141 1136 .. 1 .. 15 STX 
' 
11167 1216 PH PAR '216 113" 6155 LOA DI 11171 1221 PHA II'AR '221 11366 1111 LDX *+1 DIAV 11171 1222 TRIP PAR '222 11367 "424 PAR '4424 11172 12241 u PAR '224 11371 5351 JSL* +R 11173 1226 UH PAR '226 
I 
11371 3416 STA 6 111174 1231 UMMP PAR '23111 111372 1417 srx 1 11875 1232 UTLP PAR '232 111373 5165 LOA IE 11175 123" 11M PAR '234 11374 1111 l.l)l( ... IEAV 111177 1236 liMA PAR '236 11375 4531 PAR '4531 11311 ORG '318 11376 5343 JSL* +R 813111 61111 lNI7 LDA •+I 118377 3411 STA 'II 11311 7731 PAR •411 1141111 1411 STX 'II 111312 .5527 STA +A INITIALIZE COUNTER 1111 .. 111 6163 LDA 1'18 111313 6111 LDA •+I 111412 1111 LDX IJ+I IIBAV 111314 12"11 PAR '241 
11413 "'" II'AR ... ,.6 111315 3525 STA +B IIITlALlZE POINTER 114114 5335 JSL• +R 11316 61111 LOA •+I 1114115 3412 STA '12 11317 111711 PAR '17il 11416 1413 STX '13 H321 3523 STA +C INITIALIZE POINTER 1114117 3273 LDL •5 111321 6321 ,D LDA* +8 111411 5361 JSL* +II AV 1111322 3721 STA* +C 111411 3432 STA '32 AV IS 11 '32 11323 4117 1'111 +8 11"12 I..S3 srx '33 111324 4117 lUI +C 




PAGE IIIIJ 111427 1421 STX '21 11516 5U4 111431 6156 LDA L 11517 3426 11431 1111 LDX *+I TLP 11521 1427 11432 4611 PAR '46111 11521 067 11433 5316 JSL* +R 11522 1176 11434 5311 JSL• +X 11521 53&7 11435 .5564 .x PAR STAXII 11524 5313 11436 1113 cu 11525 1113 114.57 1145 LDX LFS 11526 1173 11441 5311 JSL* +R 11527 53&3 11441 3775 ,R PAR SFMPY IIS31 3424 11442 3414 STA 4 H531 1425 11443 1415 sTx 5 1153& 1111 11444 6172 LilA u H533 4411 11445 1111 LDX •+I TUP 11534 3224 H446 4612 PAR '4612 H535 5317 111447 5375 JSL• +R 11536 5311 11451 5367 JSL* +X 11537 3564 .x 11451 1113 CLA 11541 1111 11452 1152 LDX UFS 11541 4472 11453 5371 JSL• +R 11542 3&26 11454 5372 JSL* +Y 11543 5311 11455 6164 LDA MP 11544 3775 .R 11456 1111 LDX *+I TMP 11545 5311 11457 4612 PAR '4612 H546 3571 ,y 111461 5364 JSL• +R 11547 3211 11461 5356 JSL• +X 11551 IH7 11462 1113 CLA 11551 5311 11463 111146 LDX MPFS 
. 11552 1671 .Q 11464 5361 JSL* +R 11553 5361 11465 5352 JSL* +X 11554 1113 11466 3276 LDL •2 11555 1111 11467 5311 JSL* +W 11556 4422 111147111 3526 .w PAR TIIPADD 11557 5373 11471 5346 JSL* +X 1150 3422 11472 3221 LDL '21 Tell 11561 1421 1111473 1117 CLX 11562 OC5 11474 5351 JSL* +R 115CI II" 11475 5351 JSL* +Y 11564 5311 11476 3232 LDL '32 AV 11565 1651 
·' 
11471 1151 LDX TAl 
""' 5361 11511 5344 JSL• +R 












































































































PUT JS U '26 
NUT 







LFO JS Jl '22 
IE• 






tiJ11605 1033 PAR '1030 
lllil61l6 001/11 CLX LOGTRNP 
1116117 5.!111 JSL* +T TR 
1116111 4146 ,t PAR . XYFCN 
01611 3434 STA '34 TR IS IN '34 11612 1435 STX '35 
0161& 6112 LDA u 
01614 1152 LDX UFS 
11615 5321 JSL* +R 
111616 5315 JSL• +x 
11611 6156 LDA L 
111621 1145 LDX LFS 
111621 5323 JSL* +R 
111622 5324 JSL• +Y 
1111623 6164 LDA 
"" 18624 1146 LDX MPFS 111625 5317 JSL• +R 
111626 3414 STA 4 
11627 1415 STX 5 
11631.3276 LDL •2 
11651 5366 JSL* +W 
18652 53111 JSL* +X 
11633 3564 .x PAR STAXII 
1111654 3232 LDL '32 AV 
81635 1151 LDX TAll 
81636 5386 JSL• +R 
111657 5317 JSL• +Y 
11641 3212 LDL 2 
111641 1241 CAX 
1111642 3234 LDL '34 TR 
111643 5311 JSL* +R 
11644 3175 ,R PAR SFMPY 
11645 5311 JSL* +Y 
11646 3571 .v PAR STAX23 
11647 3212 LDL 2 
11651 1117 CLX 
II&H 5311 JSL* +S 
11652 4151 .s PAR SfDVD 
11653 5361 JSL* +X 
11654 Sl44 LOA CLIP 
11655 1111 LDX •+I TPCS 
11&56 4&16 P'AR '4&1& 
11657 5333 JSL• +R 
11&61 5371 JSL• +Y 
11&61 3212 LDL 2 
18662 1117 CLX 
111663 5311 JSL• +II 
11664 3671 ,Q PAR SF ADD 
11665 5346 JSL• +X 
11666 1113 cu 
11667 1111 LDX •+I TPCII 
11678 4614 P'AR '4614 
81671 53411 JSL• +S TPCR 11672 3432 STA '32 TPCR IS Jll '32 11673 1433 STX '33 
PAGE 005 
111614 61il63 LDA 
111615 IIIII LDX 
111676 4516 PAR 
1111677 531& JSL* 
11711 5333 JSL• 
H711 6165 LDA 
11712 1111 LDX 
11113 4546 PAR 
11114 5316 JSL• 
111715 5343 JSL* 
1111116 6155 LDA 
H717 1111 LDX 
11111 44411 PAR 
111711 5311 JSL• 
1111712 3175 .R PAR 
1111& 3414 STA 
11714 1415 STX 
111115 3216 LDL 
11116 5311 JSL* 
18711 3526 .w PAR 
111121 531& JSL* 
11121 6164 LDA 
11722 1117 CLX 
11723 5316 JSL• 
11124 3436 STA 
111125 1437 STX 
111726 6164 LDA 
111727 1156 LDX 
11731 5311 JSL* 
10131 4151 .s PAR 
11132 5311 JSL* 
11733 3564 .x PAR 
11134 6111 LOA 
11135 6171 PAR 
11736 1117 CLX 
11737 5317 JSL* 
11141 3414 STA 
11741 1415 STX 
11742 3232 LDL 
11743 1241 CAX 
11744 6lll LOA 
11745 5571 P'AR 
I 1114& 5311 JSL* N747 5311 JSL* 
! 11751 3571 ,y PAR 
I 11751 3236 LDL 
11752 1241 CAX 
I 11753 6111 LOA 11754 6231 PAR 
MORE 
11155 5311 JSL• 
18756 4146 ,T PAR 
11757 5567 JSL* 
11761 3276 LDL 


































































PAGE 006 PAGE it07 
1!11762 3520 .v PAR TMPMPY 01051 01lll7 CLX 
00763 5363 JSL* +X 01052 5343 JSL* +T PHGM 1!11764 61111 LOA *+I l.l'IF lillll53 3411! STA 'I Iii i!lil165 4462 PAR '4462 1!11154 1411 STX 'II 1!1166 1!11117 CLX llllil55 3216 LDL '16 MHR 11167 5343 JSL• +R LMI'I 11156 1241 CAX 
18771 1376 STD 11157 6111 LOA •+I PHAI'IX 11!771 1112 PAR '11!2 Ll'lll IS IN '11!2 111161 6331 PAR '6331! 
1111!772 3234 LOL '34 TR 1111161 5334 JSL• +T PHAI'I 11773 53111 JSL• +U LOGTR 11162 34116 STA 6 
1!8774 4266 ,U PAR LOG2 811!63 1417 STX 7 
1!1175 3434 STA '34 LOGTR IS IN '34 lllll64 3222 LOL '22 LFO 
31776 1435 STX '35 1111165 1241 CAX 
1!8777 61167 LOA PH 1111166 6111 LOA •+I PHLI'IX 1111111 1111 LOX •+I PHPO 1111167 6411 PAR '6470 
11111111 4566 PAR '4566 111871 5325 JSL* +T PHLI'I 
11182 533111 JSL• +R 111111171 341 .. su 4 PHLI'I IS IN 4 
01113 5343 JSL* +X 11172 1415 STX 5 
01111114 6164 LOA I'IP I 1111173 321<4 LDL '14 I'IPR 1111115 11146 LOX I'IPF'S 111874 1248 CAX 
01816 532<4 JSL* +R 111111175 611111 LOA •+I PHPI'IX 
1111111111 5372 JSL• +Y 1111176 657111 PAR '6571! 
111111111 3282 LDL 2 111177 5316 JSL* +T PHPI'I 
111111111 11111117 CLX 11111111 5311 JSL* +Y 
1111812 5332 JSL• +S I'IHR 1111111 3571 ,y PAR SUX23 
111111113 3416 STA '16 I'IHR IS IN '16 1111112 322111 LOL '21 ~EOR 
at814 1417 STX '17 1111103 0241 CAX 
1111015 6156 LOA L 1!1184 6111 LOA *+I PHEI'IX 
111111116 1072 LOX u 1111115 6.HI PAR '63711 
31117 53111 JSL• +Q 01116 5317 JSL• +T PHEI'I 
01121 3671 .Q PAR SFAOO 1!1117 5332 JSL• +X 
11121 5325 JSL• +X llllll 3234 LOL '3<4 LOGTR 
11122 616<4 LDA I'll' IIIII 1241 CAX 
11123 1117 CLX 111112 6111 LOA *+I PHTIIX 
111124 5321 JSL• +S IIPR 11113 6631 PAR '6631 
11125 3414 STA '14 IIPR IS 11 '14 111114 5311 JSL* +T PHTI'I 
11126 1415 STX '15 11115 4146 .r PAR XYFCN 
11127 6167 LOA PH 11116 3412 STA '12 
11131 1151 LOX PHAT 11117 1413 SIX •u 
11131 5311 JSL• +R 11121 3273 LOL •5 
11132 3175 ,R PAR SFI'IPY 11121 5311 JSL• +V 
11133 5313 JSL* +x 11122 3521 ,II PAR TIIPI'IPY 
11134 6167 LOA PH 11123 5316 JSL• +X 
11135 1171 LOX PHA 11124 6111 LOA •+I PHF 
11136 5311 JSL* +P 11125 4562 P'AR '<4562 
11137 3651 ,P PAR SFSUB 11126 Hl7 CLX 
11111411 5341 JSL* +Y 11127 5373 JSL• +R PHI'! 
111841 3212 LDL 2 11131 3411 STA 'II PHil IS IN 'II 
81142 1117 CLX lilll31 1411 stx 'II 
11111<43 5.JII JSL* +S PHOR 11132 1112 IIOP 
111144 4151 .s PAR srovo 11133 1112 lOP 
111845 5311 JSL• +X 11134 3211 LOL 'II PHI'! 
11146 3564 .x PAR STAXII II 135 1248 CAX 
11147 6111 LOA •+I PHGI'IX 111136 6167 LOA PH 
11151 6<431 P'AR '6438 11137 5363 JSL• +R 
Ul 
IV 
PAGE Ill PAGE 311 llll41l ~31ill JSL* +X 1111227 36~11 .P PAR srsua illl41 3~64 .x PAR STAXIII 1111231il 5345 JSL• +Y 1111142 61111 LDA •+I PHCN 1111231 3282 LDL 2 111143 4556 PAR '4556 111232 11111117 CLX 111144 111117 CLX 111233 5354 JSL• +S VHGR 111145 5355 JSL* +R 111234 5347 JSL* +X 111146 34116 STA 6 111235 61111 LOA •+I VHGI'IX 111147 14117 STX 7 111236 75311 PAR '75311 111511 61111 LOA •+I PHCR 111237 1111117 CLX 111151 45611 PAR '45611 1112411 5326 JSL* +T VHGI'I 111152 11167 LDX PH 11241 3411 STA 'II 111153 5347 JSL* +R 111242 1411 STX 'II 11154 5334 JSL* +X 1111243 1111 LOX •+I LUR 11155 3214 LDL 4 PHLI'I 1111244 111141 PAR '41 1111156 Hl7 CLX 11245 6111 LDA •+I VHUI'Ix 11157 5343 JSL* +R 1111246 173111 PAR '1731 11161 53311 JSL* +x 1111247 5317 JSL• +T VHUI'I 11161 6144 LOA CLIP 11251 3416 STA 6 11162 1117 CLX 1111251 1417 STX 7 11163 5337 JSL* +R 1111252 3234 LDL '34 LOGTR 11164 5324 JSL* +x 1111253 12411 CAX 1111165 3216 LDL 6 11254 6111 LOA •+I VHTI'IX 11166 1117 CLX 11255 7671 PAR '7671 11167 5311 JSL* +II PHCO 11256 5311 JSL• +T VHTI'I 11171 3671 .II PAR SF ADO 11257 3414 STA 4 11171 3431 STA '31 PHCD IS U '311 1111261 1415 STX 5 11172 1431 stx '31 111261 3222 LDL '22 LFO 11173 3211 LDL 'Ill PHI! 11262 12411 CAX 11174 5311 JSL* +U LOGPHI! 11263 61111 LOA *+1 VHLHX 111175 4266 .u PAR LOG2 111264 7571 PAR '7~71 111176 5312 JS"* +X 111265 5311 JSL• +T VHUI 111171 6111 LOA *+I PHOI!x 11266 4146 .t PAR XYF'CN 11211 6531 PAR '6531 111267 3412 STA '12 VHLI'I IS II '12 112111 1117 CLX 1111271 1413 stx '13 111212 5364 JSL* +T PHOI'I 112716156 LOA L 11213 5315 JSL* +x 11272 1145 LDX trS 11214 6167 LOA PM 11273 5374 JSL* +R 11215 1117 CLX 11274 5311 JSL* +Y 11216 5314 JSL* +R 111275 3HI .v PAR STAX2J 111211 5311 JSL• +X 111276 6116 LOA VH 11211 3564 .x PAR STAXII 111217 1111 LDX •+I VHPO 111211 6111 LOA *+1 PHON 111-'11 4662 PAR '4662 11212 4564 PAR '4564 11311 5366 JSL* +R 11213 Hl7 CLX 11312 5311 JSL* +X 11214 5316 JSL• +R PHO 111313 3564 .x PAR STAXII 11215 1376 STO 
11314 3212 LDL 2 11216 1114 PAR '114 PHO IS II '114 111315 1117 CLX 111217 6176 LOA VH 11316 5311 JSL* +S LHR 1112211 1153 LDX IIJIAT 11317 4151 .s PAR SFOIID 11221 5311 JSL* +R 11311 3414 STA '14 LHR IS II '14 111222 3175 ,R PAR SFJIIPY 111311 1415 STX '15 111223 5361 JSL* +X 11312 3214 LDL '14 LHR 111224 6176 LDA 1111 
11.\13 1241 CAX 11225 1177 LDX VHA 




PAGE lill.5 11316 !1~32 JSL• +T WIIAI"' 111405 5~116 JSL• +R 11317 5~57 JSL* +Y 01.-16 !1&17 JSL* +x 113211 3221 LDL '21 NElli 11417 61111 LDA *+I WIICR IIIUI 11241 CAX 31411 4654 PAR '4654 11322 6111 LDA •+I WIIEMX 111411 1117 CLX 11~2~ 7471 PAR '7-171 
11412 !1311 JSL* +R 11324 !1324 JSL• +T WIIEM 111413 377!1 .R PAR SFMPY 1132!1 !1371 JSL* +X 11414 5311 JSL• +X 11~26 ~27~ LDL •!I 1141!1 3564 .x PAR STAXII IIUT 5311 JSL* +II 11416 3212 LDL 2 1133a 3!121 ,II PAR TMPMPY 11417 1117 CLX 11331 5~64 JSL* +X 81421 5311 JSL• +Cl IIHCD 11332 6111 LDA •+I WIIF 11421 3671 ,Q PAR SFADD IUU 4656 PAR '4656 81422 3424 STA '24 WIICD IS IN '24 11334 8817 CLX 11423 142!1 STX '25 1133!1 5332 JSL* +R 
""" 
111424 3234 LDL '34 LOBTR 11336 5357 JSL* +X IIHII IS II I 111425 8241 CAX 11337 11113 CLA 11426 61111 LDA *+I ETNX 81348 5~11 JSL• +U LOGIIHN 11427 5271 PAR '52711 11341 4266 .u PAR LOG2 111431 !1~32 JSL* +T ETM 81~42 5~34 JSL* +Y 814~1 34111 STA '18 11~43 3212 LDL 2 LOGIIHI'I 111432 1411 STX 'II 11344 12411 CAX 11433 3U6 LDL '36 I'IR 11345 6181 LDA •+I IIHOl!X 81434 1248 CAX 11346 7631 PAR '7631 11435 6111 LDA •+I EI'IMX 11347 5311 JSL• +T 11110!1 81436 5231 PAR '5238 11351 4146 ,T PAR XYF'CN 111437 5323 JSL* +T EMil 81351 n25 JSL• +Y 111441 5373 JSL• +Y 11352 ~212 LDL 2 111441 1161 LDX LRP 111~5~ 1176 LDX IIH 111442 6111 LDA *+I ELJMX 111354 5313 JSL• +R 111443 5131 PAR '51311 111~55 5~21 JSL* +Y 111444 5316 JSL* +T ELJI"' 11~56 3212 LDL 2 111445 3414 STA 4 11357 1111 LDX *+I WHO I 111446 1415 STX 5 11~61 4661 PAR '4661 111447 ~222 LDL '22 LFO 11361 5~16 JSL* +R WHO 11451 6111 LDA •+1 ELl'! X 11362 1576 STD 11451 5171 PAR '5171 11~63 1116 PAR '116 WHO IS IN '116 11452 5311 JSL* +T ELM 111364 6176 LDA 
"" 
1145~ 3416 STA 6 ELM IS Ill 6 11365 IH7 CLX 11454 1417 STX 7 11~66 5311 JSL• +R 1145!1 3221 LDL '21 NElli 1136'7 3715 .R PAR SFIIPY 11456 8241 CAX 11371 5H5 JSL• +X 11457 6111 LDA *+I EGIIX 11371 6111 LDA *+I IIIICI 11461 5171 PAR '5171 11372 4652 PAR '4651 11461 5311 JSL* +T EGM 11373 1111 CLX 11462 4146 .T PAR XYFCN 11314 5317 JSU +R 11463 53C7 JSU +X 111375 5311 JSL* +Y 11464 3214 LDL •4 11316 3571 .Y PAR STAX23 11465 5311 JSL• +II 11377 1144 LDX CLIP 11466 3521 ,II PAR TIIPIIPY 11411 3212 LDL '12 IIIILM 11467 5363 JSU +X 11411 5312 JSL• +R 1111471 6111 LDA •+I EF 11412 5313 JSL* +X 11471 4442 PAR '4442 11413 3224 LDL '24 HUT 111472 HIT CLX 
EM 11414 1187 CLX 11473 5355 JSL• +R 
U1 
ol:ioo 
PAGE 814 PAGE 815 111474 H28 STA '211 EM IS IN '211 111562 5.5111 JSL* +U LOGEM 111475 1421 STX '21 111563 4266 .u PAR LOG2 111476 6855 LDA DI 111564 34211 STA '28 LOGEM IS IN '28 1114?1 IIIII ~~ •+I DICF 111565 1421 STX '21 111511 4426 '4426 11566 3221 LDL '21 LOGEI'I 11511 5347 JSL* +R 11567 1241 CAX 11512 3414 STA 4 11571 6111 LDA •+I EDI'IX 1151.S 1415 STX 5 81571 51.SI PAR '5138 11514 6163 LDA 1'18 81572 5347 JSL* +T EON 111515 1111 LDX .... NBCF 01573 5365 JSL* +X 11516 4511 PAR '4511 81574 6865 LDA IE 11517 5341 JSL• +R 111575 11117 CLX 11511 5323 JSL* +Y 81576 5367 JSL* +R 81511 6165 LDA NE 81577 5361 JSL* +X 11512 1111 LDX •+I NECF 11611 6111 LDA •+I NEDN 11513 4532 PAR '4532 11681 4542 PAR '4542 11514 5334 JSL• +R 11612 1817 CLX 11515 5335 JSL• +x 11161.S 5362 JSL* +R NED 81516 3276 LDL •2 81614 8376 STD 81517 5311 JSL• +II 81615 8118 PAR 'Ill lED IS IN 'Ill 11521 3526 .v PAR TPIPADD 11616 3228 LDL '21 LOGEI'I 11521 5331 JSL• +X 11617 124111 CAX 11522 32211 LDL '28 El'l 1111618 6181 LDA •+I BDIIX I'IORE 11611 4671 PAR '4671 111523 1117 CLX 11612 5327 JSL• +T BDII 111524 5324 JSL• +R 81613 5345 JSL• +X 111525 5325 JSU +X i11614 6163 LDA liB 81526 6111 LDA •+I IIECN 81615 1117 CLX 11527 4536 PAR '4536 31616 5347 JSL* +R 81531 1117 CLX 111617 5341 JSL* +X 111531 5317 JSU +R 81621 6111 LDA Ml IIBDI 111532 5311 JSL• +Y 111621 4512 PAR '4512 81533 3571 ,y PAR STAX23 11622 1117 CLX 111534 3216 LDL 6 ELII 11623 5342 JSL* +R IIBD 11535 1144 LDX CLlP 11624 1376 STD 11536 5312 JSL* +R 11625 1112 PAR '112 
.. DIS II '112 11537 5313 JSL• +X 111626 3221 LDL '21 LD8EII 81541 3226 LDL '26 PUT 116271241 CAX 11541 IH7 CLX 11631 6111 LDA Ml DUIIX 11542 5316 JSL• +R 11631 4731 PAR '4731 11543 5317 JSL• +X 11632 5317 JSL* +T DJ£11 11544 6111 LDA ••• IECR 11633 5325 JSL* +X 111545 4541 PAR '4541 11634 3222 LDL '22 LFO 11546 1117 CLX 11635 1241 CAX 11547 5311 JSL• +R 11636 6111 LDA *+I DILIIX 11551 3775 ,R PAR SFI'IPY 11637 4771 PAR '4771 11551 5311 JSL• +X 11641 5311 JSL* +T DJLII 11552 3564 .x PAR STAXII 116"1 4146 .r PAR nrc• 1111553 32fll2 LDL 2 11642 5325 JSL* +Y 11554 1117 CLX 11643 3212 LDL 2 DJLN 11555 5311 JSL* +II IIECD 11644 1117 CLX 11556 3671 .II PAR SF ADD 11645 5321 JSL• +R 111557 3426 STA '26 NECD IS J N '26 IIU6 5312 JSL* +X 11561 1427 STX '27 11647 6155 LDA Dl 1111561 3221! LDL '21 EPI 11651 1117 CLX 
Ul 
Ul 
PAS£ 116 PAGE 017 11651 5~14 JSL• +II 01740 ~5U PAR '451~ llf52 sue JS~ +X 017 .. 1 5354 JSU +R llf5~ 6111 LDA ... I DIDI 017"2 34U STA .. 11"4 4432 I'AR '4~2 ill 74.3 1415 STX 5 11655 IH7 CLX 017 .... 61165 LDA NE •• ,,, 'U7 JS~ +II 1!1745 IIIli LDX HI NEL 11"1 n11 JSL• +X 1!17 .. 6 4544 PAR '4544 eaca uu .x PAR STAXII 11747 5346 JSL• +R llHl Clll LDA ••• DIDF 11117511 5334 JSL• +Y llCU 4~1 PAll '4~1 01751 6155 LDA DI llCU 1117 CLX 11752 1181 LDX *+I DIL IICU '~II JS~ +R 111753 4436 PAR '4436 11"5 317, ,II PAll S'"I'Y 31754 5341 JSL• +R IIC" SUI JS~ +Y 01755 53115 JSL• +x 11"7 3511 .v PAR STAX23 111756 3273 LDL •5 IIC71 6111 LDA .... DUll 11757 53111 JSL* +II w IIC1I 4~4 PAll '4~4 lll76il 3526 ,II PAR TMPADD llC12 1155 LDX DJ 01761 5311 JSL* +X W IS IN II IIC13 n24 JSL* +R 01762 3564 .x PAR STAXIJI IIC74 5566 JSL* +X 01763 61156 LDA L IIC15 U44 LDA CLIP 111764 llllll7 CLX IIClC 1111 CLX 11765 S341 JSL* +S LR 11617 S321 JSL* +II 
i 
111766 3412 STA '12 LR IS IN '12 IITel 5362 JSL* +X 11767 1413 STX '13 11711 3212 LDL 2 1111711 11376 STD 11712 1117 CLX 
! 
111171 1116 PAR '116 LR IS IN '116 111N 'UI JSL* +Q DID 31172 3212 LDL '12 LR 11714 ~UI ,Q I'AR SF ADD 31173 11124111 CAX 11115 Nll STD 
91714 6181 LDA •+I UWRX 11716 1114 PAR '114 DID IS II '114 21775 73711 PAR '73711 11117 012 LDA '12 IIHLII 01716 53411 JSL* +T UWR 11711 1113 LDX '13 
01177 5385 JSL* +Y 11711 3421 STA '21 IIIILII IS II 'II 
I 112111111 3202 LDL 2 UWR 11712 1421 STX '21 121101 811117 CLX w 11713 3224 LDI. '24 IIIICD 
I 
1121111112 5313 JSL• +R 11714 1111 LDX ... I IIIICL 112111113 531111 JSL* +Y 11715 4651 PAR '4651 
11121111114 3571 ,y PAR STAX23 1171C SUI JSL* +II 
111211115 611111 LDA •+I UJPC 11717 5775 ,R PAR S'"I'Y 12116 4631 PAR '4638 11121 3411 ITA '12 
11121 14U STX '13 1112117 11172 LDX u 
12111 5315 JSL* +R 11121 3251 LDL •u I'IICD 
12111 5314 JSL* +x 11123 1111 LDX ... I P'IICL 
12112 6144 LOA CLIP 11124 4554 PAR '4554 
oJ2113 1117 CLX 11125 !U71 JS~ +II 
I 112114 531111 JSL* +R 11726 .5411 STA 'II 112115 3775 ,R PAR SF'MPY 11727 1411 STX 'II 
I 
121116 5367 JSL* +X 11731 3226 LDL '26 lliCD 
112817 3212 LDL 2 117~1 1111 LDX HI IECL 
117~2 4534 PAR '4534 1121121 1117 CLX 
112121 5316 JSL* +Q 1173.1 '~" JSL* +R 
11734 .1416 STA 
' 
1121122 5363 JSL* +X 117~5 1417 STX 1 0211123 6B72 LDA u 
11736 6163 LDA Mil 02124 11107 CLX 
UR 11757 1111 LDX *+I IIIL 11211125 5301 JSL* +S 
12126 41150 .s PAR SF'DIID 
lJl 
0'1 
I'AilE 020 PAilE 021 0<!11121 ~411/J STA 'I Ill UR IS IN '10 112116 ,31111 JSL• +Q 
0211lll 1411 STX 'II 02117 3671 ,II PAR SF ADD 
11211131 3212 LDL '12 LR IIJ212il 5363 JSL* +X 
0"132 111240 CAX 112121 6154 LOA AI'IMP 
111211133 611111 LDA •+I LCRX i12122 111117 CLX 1112134 55311 PAR '5~311 12123 5314 JSL• +R 
121135 5.51111 JSL• +T LCR 12124 5.\57 JSL* +X 
1112111.\6 4146 ,T PAR XYFCN 12125 6111 LOA •+I UAI 11121.\7 5346 JSL• +X LCR IS IN 0 12126 4614 PAR '4614 
1214111 3224 LDL .2.4 IIIHCD 12127 1117 CLX 
12141 1117 CLX 12131 5.\17 JSL* +R UA 121142 5375 JSL• +R WIIC 
I 
12UIN76 STD 
02143 U16 STD 121.\2 1126 PAR '126 UA IS IN '126 
12144 11211 PAR '121 IIIHC IS IN '121 121U 6172 LOA u 12145 32311 LOL '31 PHCD I 12134 1111 LOX •+I UBR 
12146 11117 CLX 
I 
12135 4616 PAR '4616 
12147 55711 JSL• +R PHC 12136 5311 JSL* +R UB 
12151 11376 STD 12137 3175 .R PAR SFMPY 
12151 1122 PAR '122 PHC IS IN '122 12141 1376 STD 
12152 3226 LDL '26 NECD 
I 
12141 11311 PAR 'Ill UB IS IN '138 
121153 1111 CLX 12142 3212 LOL '12 LR 
12154 5363 JSL* +R NEC 12143 124111 CAX 
121155 1316 STD 12144 611111 LDA *+I LLFX 
12156 111124 PAR '124 IEC IS IN '124 12145 5631 PAR '5631 
82157 6144 LDA CLIP 
I 
12146 5311 JSL• +T LLF 
121161 1117 CLX 12147 4146 .T PAR XYFCN 
1121161 5356 JSL• +R 112151 5333 JSL* +X 
1211162 5323 JSL* +X 12151 6156 LOA L 
1112163 3221 LOL '211 WilLI! 12152 1111 CLX 
12164 1117 CLX 1112153 5334 JSL* +R LTU 
162165 5352 JSL* +R 121,4 1376 STD 
12166 5317 JSL• +X 02155 1132 PAR '132 LTU IS IN '132 
121676172 LOA u 021,6 6156 LOA L 
12171 1117 CLX 02157 1157 LDX LA liP 
112171 5346 JSL* +R 12161 5327 JSL* +R 
12112 53U JSL* +X 12161 5322 JSU +X 
12173 6111 LOA ••• LCHPC 1112162 6111 LOA •+I LAN 12174 4454 PAR '4454 12163 4451 PAR '4451 
12175 11117 CLX 112154 1117 CLX 
12176 n4J JSL• +R 02165 5322 JSL* +R LA 
12177 5316 JSL• +X 12166 N76 STD 
12111 liN CLA 02167 1134 PAR '134 LA IS IN '134 
12111 1172 LOX u 
I 
112171 6156 LOA L 
12112 5311 JSL* +S UHPR 02171 1111 LOX •+I LBR 
12113 4151 .s PAR SFDVD 12112 4452 PAR '4452 
112114 5311 JSL* +X 12173 5314 JSU +R LB 
12115 3564 .x PAR STAXII 1112174 1376 STD 
12116 6111 LOA •+I UHPIIX 12175 1136 PAR • J.S6 LB IS IN '136 
12117 7211 PAR '7211 1112176 6173 LOA UH 
112111111117 CLX 12171 1111 LOX ••• UHPD 1112111 5336 JSL• +T UHPII 112211 4626 PAR '4626 
1112112 3414 STA 4 UHPII IS IN 4 122111 5316 JSL• +R 112113 1415 STX 5 112212 5311 JSL• +X 12114 6156 LDA L 82213 3564 .x PAR STAXII 1211 s 1172 LDX u 12214 6172 LDA u 
l11 
-..J 
PAGE 122 PAGE 1123 12215 1152 LDX UFS 112273 1117 12216 5311 JSL* +R 112274 5346 12217 3175 .R PAR S'"PY 12275 3411 12211 5327 JSL* +Y 112276 1411 
-II 3212 LDL 2 112217 1376 11212 ... ., CLX 123N 1141 1121.1 5116 JSL* +S UIIR 12311 6111 12214 3421 ITA '21 UHR IS II '21 12312 4642 12215 1421 STX '21 12111 1112 
12211 1175 LDA UTLP 12314 5336 
12217 1112 LDX u 12315 5112 
12221 5311 JSL* +S Ull 12316 6144 12221 ... ,. 
.s I'AR SFIIVD 12311 1117 
12222 5375 JSL* +X 12111 5132 
122U 1111 LDA Ml IIAMMX 12311 5U5 
12224 1171 I'AR '7171 12112 6111 
122251111 CLX 12313 4636 
12226 5115 JSL* +T UAIIII 12114 1114 
12227 1416 STA 6 12115 5125 
12211 1411 STX 1 12516 5511 
IIOR£ 12117 15C4 
12211 1221 LDL '21 UIIR 123216112 
12252 1241 CAX 123211111 
I2U1 6111 LDA *+I IIIIMX 12322 5521 
12214 1251 I'AR '1231 12523 5575 
12255 5326 JIL$ +T 111111 12524 3224 
112236 5111 JSL$ +Y 12525 1117 
122313571 ,y I'AR STAX23 12526 5514 
12241 3211 LDL 'II Ill 12327 5371 
12241 1241 CAX 12531 5212 
12242 6111 LDA ... UFIIX 12531 1117 
12245 7171 PAR '7171 12332 5311 
12244 5311 JSL$ +T urv IIU55 UTI 
12245 5424 STA '24 urv IS u '24 12114 1376 
12241 1425 STX '25 12535 1142 
12247 5211 LDL 'II UR 12536 6172. 
12251 1241 CAX 12337 1111 
12251 6111 LDA Ml UJMX 12141 4621 
12252 7311 PAR '7331 12541 5511 
12253 5311 JSL$ +T UJII 12342 3775 
12254 5411 su 'II 12345 5155 
12255 1411 STX 'II 12344 5211 
12256 5252 LDL '12 TI'CII 12145 1241 
1122n 1241 CAX 12146 IHS 
12261 6111 LDA ••• I'EIIX 12147 5362 12261 6271 I'AR '6271 12151 IUC 
12262 5311 JSL* +T 1'£11 12151 1144 
12263 4146 ,T I'AR XYFCI 12152 1254 
12264 5333 JSL* +X 12353 1241 
12265 5274 LDL •4 12354 6111 
12216 5311 JSL* +V 12355 5431 
12257 3521 .v I'AR TIIPMPY 
I 
1255C 5361 
12271 5327 JSL* +X 12157 3416 




































































































AMM IS U 'II 
















PAGE 12.4 NGE 12.5 
12.362. 12.41 CAX 12.451 5311 JSL* +Y 
112.363 6111 LDA •+I LAHI'IX 12.02. 3571 ,y PAR STAX23 
12.364 53.\1 PAR '5331 112.453 32.32. LDL '32 TPCR 
12365 5354 JSL• +T LAHI'I 112.454 12 ... CAX· 
111366 3414 STA 4 12455 6111 LDA *+I UEIIX 
12U7 1415 STX s 124" 7131 PAR '71,. 
12371 3212 LDL '12 LR 12457 5327 ...... +T UEII 
12311 112.41 CAX 12461 53" ..... +X 
112..572 6111 LDA •+I LAJIIX 12461 3276 LDL •2 
12373 5371 PAR '5371 12.462 5311 ..... +V 
12374 5345 JSU +T LAJI'I 12463 3521 .v PAR TIIPIIPY 
12375 5311 JSL• +Y 12464 536& ...... +X 
12316 3571 ,y PAR STAX23 124" 6111 LDA .. I 1111, 
12317 1111 LDX •+I LUR 124" 4632 PAR '4632 
12411 1141 PAR '411 12467 1117 CLX 
12411 6111 LDA .. I LAUI'IX 12471 5324 ..... +II 111111 
12 ... 2 5471 PAR 'S471 12471 1376 STD 
12413 5336 JSL• +T LAlli! 12412 1152 PU 'lSI 1111 IS II 'IS2 
12414 5314 JSL• +X 12473 3221 LDL '21 IIIII 
12.415 3275 LDL -3 12474 1241 CAX 
12416 5355 JSU +V 124TS 6111 LDA .. I SNAIIX 
12 ... 7 S311 JSU +X 12476 6671 PAll '"71 
12418 Clll LDA .. I LA' 12471 5317 ..... +T SHAll 12411 4444 PAR '4444 12511 5346 ..... +x 
12412 1111 CLX 12,.1 3222 LDL '22 L'O 
12413 5311 JSL• +R LAI'I 12SI2 .... CAX 
12414 317S ,R PAR SF'i'IPY 12SI3 6111 LDA .. I SHLIIX 
lUIS 1376 STD 12514 6731 PAR '6731 
12416 1146 PAR '146 LAII IS II '146 112515 Sill ..... +T 
12417 5311 JSL* +x 12516 4146 ,T PAll nn:• 
OJ2.421 3564 • x PAR SJAXII 12517 SUI ..... +Y 
12.421 6156 LDA L 12511 3S71 ,y PAR ITAX13 
12422 1111 LDX •+I LDI 12S11 3212 LDL 2 
12423 4456 PAR '4456 12SI2 111'1 CLX 
112.424 5371 JSL• +R 12SI3 5311 ..... +R 
12425 5325 JSL• +Y 12SI4 ,.,., 
.II PAR SriiPY 
12426 3212. LDL 2 12sn n.u ..... +X 
12427 1117 CLX 12516 6171 LilA UH 
12431 5311 JSL• +S LD 12517 1117 CLX 
12431 4151 .s PAR SFDVD 12S21 Sl&4 ...... +II 
12432 1375 STD 12521 Sl&5 ..... +X 
12433 1151 PAR 'lSI LD IS 11 'lSI 12522 6111 LilA .. I SHD' 12434 3212 LDL '12 LR 
! 
12523 4571 PAR '4571 
12435 1241 CAX 12524 1117 CLX 
12436 6111 LDA •+I LSI'IX 
I 
12525 5117 JSL• +R 11437 SUI PAR '5671 12S26 5321 ..... +X 
12441 5311 JSL• +T LSI'! 12S27 6111 LDA •+I SHD. 12441 4146 ,T P'AR XYFCI 12531 4572 PAR '072 










ltl, II II WI 
... 
.... 
Ill, U II Gil 
Gil 
I Gil 
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lf4 s• ., .. 
m 
'111'1 ., .. 
., .. 
W4 
*" wen ., .. 
W4 
au ., .. 
111:» 
IIV4 
znt ••n• ~ ... , .. wen lilt, •• 
""fiLII 1111¥11 W4 X' 
"""·· lit' IIUI ll+ ., .. tits m•
"4f IlLII lo4W4IU W4 A' IIU IIIII 
'"' .. ,. A+ ..... lit' ••• Lilt LILli 
t• "'CC'1 "" ... 
ttll tiLII II+ ., .. 
'"' Lltll 
"" '". 
I:UAII W4 , . ...... ....
'"' tiLII 
..,.... ,. ., .. 
'"' "'. "" tiLW ltlt, .... ........ 
'"'" .,. IIIII'W . ..wen lllttltll lilt IlLII XW:» ........ 
"" .. ,. .. 
"· 
"'CC'1 '"' .... lit' LLIII 
r•n• W4 A' "" .... 
"" tttll A+ ., .. 
""'". , ... "'. IIIMI ,. ., .. 
"" .... 
..... """ ILL,, W4 
'"' m• llltfLtll IIIIWII , .. 111'1 lilt.....
'"' ... 11¥:» ........ 
.. , "'. ... ... '111'1 tilt ... 1111 ILIII 
I ' 
xu ""' ,., . 
"" "'. " 
Wll 
"""'. II,., •....... ,. ., .. ''" "'. "" "'. 
""· 
1¥4 
""'"" '"' ..,.. IIIWW , .. wen 
lilt "' • II"' rttll X1:1 
, ... "". 1111 ••• II+ ., .. IH' fUll 
"" .... 11411 •• ., .. "" ., . ... .,.. X1:1 &Ill lUll 
""uta .... wen 
"" •u• ""'". II+ ., .. 
'"' '" . , ... '. aaw~• 1¥4 II' "",.,. 
•• "'n' II+ ., .. 
'"' '"· 
'"" """ 
n IIG'1 aLII "'• LtfSIQII , 
wen 
'"' "'. "" "'. L XII , ... , ., 
""" '""' ' 
Wll , ... , ltAI 
""'". I IIUII l+ ., .. '"' .,, . ... ,..,. lilt. W4 
"" "'. 
""'""' 
IIMlWI , .. wen lllttUII





""' "". '"'m• "", II II GNI ""· 1¥4 UIIIUII 1111 ..... au 
'"' "'. '"" '". GNI II+ ., .. 
'"' lUll l'fSLrtll X1:1 Lilt lll 
antrtn :111011 
1111 '""' I '1G'1 1111 , .. ,. 
"""" . 
IIXWll 1¥4 x• "" ... ,. 
"" m• X+ ., .. 
"" "''. ''" mw 
~· 
IIV4 .. ... ,
""'". 
I+ ., .. 
'"' ... ,. 
""'" . X1:1 LIM., • till Lltll 
411:1 wen ..... , ..,. .. , .. tztll X+ ., .. 
'"' ... , . Ul JD¥4 ,. :11114 
PAGE IU 
12715 1117 CLX 
12716 5365 JSL• +Q 
02717 1376 SJD 
02721 f/1166 PAR '166 
12721 6111 LDA •+I 
12722 1141 PAR '141 
12723 1154 LDX All liP 
12724 5366 JSL• +Z 
12725 1111 LDX •+I 
12726 4421 PAR '4421 
12727 5367 JSL• +S 
12731 5371 JSL* +X 
12731 &154 LDA AI'IIIP 
12732 IH7 CLX 
02733 5351 JSL* +Q 
12734 1376 STD 
12735 1171 PAR '171 
12736 6111 LDA •+I 
12737 1152 PAR '152 
12741 1174 LDX IIIIIIP 
12741 5351 JSL* +Z 
12742 1111 LDX •+I 
12143 4634 PAR '4634 
12744 5352 JSL* +S 
12745 5353 JSL* +X 
02746 &174 LDA UIIIIP 
12747 1111 CLX 
12758 5333 JSL* +II 
12751 1376 STD 
12752 1231 PAR '231 
12753 6111 LDA •+I 
12754 1112 PAR '112 
12755 1161 LDX LI'IIIP 
12756 5334 JSL* +Z 
12757 1111 LDX •+I 
12761 4464 PAR '4464 
12761 5335 JSL* +S 
12762 5ll6 JSL* +X 
12163 6168 LDA LIIIIP 
112764 1117 CLX 
12165 5316 JSL* +Q 
12766 1376 STD 
12167 1211 PAR '211 
12711 6111 LOA •+I 
12771 1146 PAR '146 
112772 1157 LDX LA liP 
1271l 5.!17 JSL* +Z 
12714 1111 LDX •+I 
12775 4446 PAR '4446 
112716 5321 JSL• +S 
12717 5321 JSL• +X 
13111 6157 LDA LAMP 
1113181 1117 CLX 
13112 53111 JSL• +Q 
1311l 3671 ,rl PAR SF'ADD 
PAGE f/131 
1Jli!IJ4 f/1376 SID 
LTII 111.51105 f/1176 PAR 
1/131111116 611111 LDA 
LTI'I IS IN '166 llll111117 lUll PAR 
A !'Ill 131111 1171 LDX 
13111 5311 JSL* 
13112 3576 .z PAR 
f/13113 1111 LDX 
AI'IIIPT 13114 4611 PAR 
131115 5311 JSL* 
13116 4151 .s PAR 
13117 5311 JSL* 
13121 3564 .x PAR 
13021 6171 LDA 
All liP 151122 11117 CLX 
131123 5311 JSL• 
AIIIIP IS IN 'ITI 13124 3671 .Q PAR 
u"" 131125 8376 STD 1311261222 PAR 
131127 6111 LDA 
13131 Ill 6 PAR 
UIII'IPT i 113131 1861 LDX 
I 
13132 5316 JSL• 
13133 1111 LDX 
13134 4474 PAR 
13135 5357 JSL* 
I lllll36 5361 JSL• UI'IIIP f/13137 6161 LDA 13141 Nl7 CLX 
UIIPI' IS 1M '231 f/13141 5361 JSL* 
1.1111 f/13142 1316 STD 
f/13143 1212 PAR 
f/13144 6111 LDA 
f/13145 1156 PAR 
LIIIIPT f/13146 1162 LOX 
f/13147 5361 JSL• 
13151 1111 LDX 
f/13151 4512 PAR 
13152 5342 JSL• 
f/13153 5343 JSU 
LIIIIP 13154 6162 LOA 
03155 IH7 CLX 
LIIIIP IS IN '211 13156 5344 JSL• 
LA II 13157 1376 STD 
13161 1214 PAR 
13161 6167 LOA 
13162 1171 LDX 
LAIIPT 13163 5345 JSL* 
13164 1151 LDX 
13165 5327 JSL* 
131$6 5331 JSL* 
13167 6171 LDA 
13171 1117 CLX 
LAI'IP 13171 5331 JSU 























































LRP IS U '212 
II A !'I 
IIAIIPT 
II All' 





PAGE 1.5.5 1317.5 1221 PAR '221 PHA IS IN '220 13162 111.5 13174 6176 LDA IIIH 1316.5 1117 13175 1177 LDX IIIHA 131 64 53 7.5 1.5176 5.532 JSL• +Z 1.516S 1112 1.5177 IIS.S LDX IIIHAT 
I 
1.51" S346 1.5111 5314 JSL* +S 1.51&7 1.576 1.5111 53U JSL• +X 1.5171 1224 1.5112 6177 LDA IIHA 1.5171 6111 1.511.5 IH7 CLX 1.5172 1141 1.5114 S3U JSL• +Q IIIHA 1.5173 1111 UIIS 1.576 STD 1.5174 1135 13116 1236 PAR '236 IIHA IS II '236 1.51 7S S337 1.5117 6165 LDA IE 1.5176 5321 1.5111 1166 LDX lEA 13177 liN 1.5111 5317 JSU +Z 132H lUI 1.5112 1147 LDX MEAT 13211 5313 13113 5311 JSL• +S 1.5212 5314 113114 4151 .s PAR SFDIID N2N 111.5 1.5115 5311 JSU +X 1.5214 1111 113116 3564 .x PAR STAXII N21S 1134 1.51176166 LDA II£ A 1.5216 ,326 1.5121 IH7 CLX 1.5217 5317 1.5121 5311 JSL* +Q lEA 
I 
1.5211 HU 1.5122 3671 ,Q PAR Sf' ADD 13211 1111 1.5123 1.576 STD 13212 lUI 1.5124 1214 PAR '214 IlEA IS IN '214 
I 
1.5213 5311 11312, 6145 1.DA UTL 113214 3"1 113126 117, LDX UTLP 1.5215 5311 113121 S311 JSU +Z 83216 3564 113131 3576 .z PAR IITEG 
I 13131 1111 LDX *+I UTLPT 13217 IH3 113132 4641 PAR '4&41 
I 
13221 1111 13133 5311 JSL* +S 1.5221 1132 NIU 4151 .s PAR Sf"DVD 1.5222 S335 1313S 5361 JSL* +X 1.5223 1156 113136 6175 LDA UTLP 13224 5311 131U 1117 CLX N2U 1.576 1.5141 S374 JSL* +Q UTLP 13226 1174 113141 1.576 STD 
I 
13227 Iiiii 1.5142 1232 PAll '232 UTLP IS II '232 
1.5231 "" 1.5143 6111 LDA *+I UA 1.5231 1111 1.5144 IIU I'AR 'IU 13232 1164 13145 1111 LDX •+I 118 
I 13233 5311 8JI46 1131 PAR '131 13234 3571 13147 5365 JSL* +II 132U 533S 131SI 5346 JSL* +X 8J236 111.5 13151 ,.,. LDA LTU 

















































































































113251 5361 JSL* +II liP 
13251 11376 STD 
113252 121111 PAR '21111 liP IS lN '211 113253 61111 LOA •+I PHC 
13254 11122 PAR '122 
13255 1111 LDX PHO 
13256 5311 JSU +Z 
13257 3571 .z PAR UTEG 
13261 1117 LOX PH 
113261 n5t JSL* +II PH 
13262 1376 STD 
11326.5 11216 PAR '216 PH IS II '211 13264 Clll LDA PHO 
113265 1114 PHO PAR '114 
13266 1111 LDX *+I IIHC 
13267 1121 PAR '121 
P211 5341 JSU +II 
13271 5511 JSL* +X 
15212 5514 .x PAR STAXII 
13275 Hl5 CLA 
P2741181 LDX IIHO 
P275 5344 JSL* +Z 
P21C li7C LDX 1111 
P217 5352 JSL* +II 1111 
133H 1376 STD 
P311 11234 PAR 'U.t 1111 IS II '234 
133112 6111 LDA IIHO 
115315 1116 11110 PAR '116 
13314 1111 LDX *+I SHD 
13315 1154 PAR '154 
11.5316 5333 JSL* +Z 
13317 11175 LDX UH 
1113111 5321 JSU +II UH 
115311 1376 STD 
13.512 11226 PAR '226 UH IS Ill '226 11.5313 6111 LOA *+I IEC 
13314 1124 PAR '124 
115315 1117 LDX lED 
13311 5323 JSL* +Z 
13317 1165 LDX IE 
11.5321 5311 JS ... +II IE 
13321 1371 STD 
11.5322 11212 PAR '212 NE IS U '212 13325 Sill LDA lED 
11.5324 1111 RED PAR 'Ill 
13.525 1111 LDX IIID 
0326 5.513 JSL* +l 
11.5.527 116.5 LDX 1'18 
1113331 5311 JSL• +II liB 13331 3671 ,Q PAR Sf' ADD 
13.5.52 1376 STD 
1331.51216 PAR '216 liB IS IN '216 13334 6111 LOA IIBD 13335 1112 I'IBD PAR '112 13336 1111 LDX •+I DID 
PAGE 135 
113337 111114 PAR 
13341 53111 JSL* 
13341 3576 ,z PAR 
13342 11155 LDX 
1334.5 53111 JSL* 
13.544 3171 ,Q PAR 
13345 1376 STD 
13345 1112 PAR 
133476142 LDA 
13351 3314 ADL 
133513442 STA 
13352 2311 J""* 1.5353 1331 PAR 
13521 TIIPIIPY EQU 
0526 TIIPADD EQU 
13564 STAXII EQU 
15511 STAX23 EIIU 
1357C UTEG EQU 
P6U OUTPUT EIIU 
13651 SFSUB EQU 
15171 SF ADD EIIU 
13175 SFIIPY EIIU 
14151 SFDVD EIIU 
14146 XYFCR EIIU 
l.tl66 1.082 EIIU 
11311 EID 
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